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Abstract 

 
In this paper, we consider the chargino sector of the left-right supersymmetric 

model was investigated in the CP-violating phases. In this paper we consider the 
analysis of masses in the chargino sector of the left-right supersymmetric model in the 
CP conserving scenario.  Chargino are the mixture of charged gauginos and the 
higgsinosfields . In the LRSUSY the Lagrangian is given by: ��������	 = − �  ���� ���� � � ��� � � ������ + �.  . Using the characteristic 

equations (�" )��$ − �(�" )��%  + b(�" )��  + c(�" )��  + d = 0 the masses of the 
Chargino at µ= �, �' ($± is equal to 311Gev, �' (%± = 65.17Gev, �' (± = 18.63Gev and �' (�±= 0. 
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1.0     Introduction 
Supersymmetry is a quantum field theory which postulates a symmetry between fermions and bosons [1]. For each fermionic 
state there should exist a bosonic partner, which has the same mass, couplings, and internal quantum numbers except for the 
spin, which differs by 1/2 unit, and vice versa. However, since no such states have been observed, SUSY must be abroken 
symmetry. Even though there is no experimental evidence whatsoever for any supersymmetric particles, supersymmetry 
remains popular because it provides potential solutions to several problems in particle physics [2]. The basic idea of 
supersymmetry is that each elementary fermion has a corresponding supersymmetric boson partner, and each elementary 
boson has a corresponding supersymmetric fermion partner. The supersymmetric partners must be heavier than their known 
particle partners since they have not been observed to date. Thus supersymmetry must be a broken symmetry. 
Supersymmetry (SUSY) predicts the existence of a superparnterfor all known particles. 
One of the most serious problems of the SM which is inherited in the L-R mode1 is the so called gauge hierarchy problem 
(GHP) [3]. It manifests itself when we try to calculate the masses of the Higgs particles. By doing so, using perturbation 
series beyond tree level, we get quadratic divergences which would push the masses to the order of Plank scale (Mp~ 
1019GeV) unless the perturbation terms cancel to 26 decimal places [4,5].Supersymmetry reduces the size of the quantum 
corrections by having automatic cancellations between fermionic and bosonic Higgs interactions. If supersymmetry is 
restored at the weak scale, then the Higgs mass is related to supersymmetry breaking which can be induced from small non-
perturbative effects explaining the vastly different scales in the weak interactions and gravitational interactions. 
Cancellation of the Higgs boson quadratic mass renormalization between fermionictop quark loop and scalar stop 
squarktadpole is as shown below in the Feynman diagrams in a supersymmetric extension of the Standard Model. 
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FIGURE 1:Feynman diagrams in a supersymmetric extension of the 
 
In the Standard Model, the interactions (approximately) conserve lepton and baryon
number, which are defined by: 

 L = *ℓ -*ℓ,, 
with the N denoting the number of leptons, anti
These conservation laws, for example, forbid the decay of the proton. When adding supersymmetry to the model, B and L are 
not conserved anymore, which would allow the proton to decay rapidly. However, measurements indicate that the lifetime of 
the proton is at least 2.1 / 1012years [6], consistent with the approximate conservation of B and L in the Standard Model.
All particles in a supersymmetric theory obey a continuous 
break the continuity but nevertheless a discrete 
quantum number called R-parity, defined as
R≡(-1)2j +3B +L    
All 'ordinary ' particles have R = +1 and all 
which, combine with the above observation,gives 
Firstly, all supersymmetric particles must be produced in pairs since at any present experimental situation inco
consist only of ordinary particles, therefore the 
Secondly, there must be a lightest and stable SUSY particle since any decaying super
only to non-supersymmetric particles due to 
Also a unification of the strong, weak and electromagnetic forces could be facilitated by supersymmetry [6]. The energy scale
dependence of these interactions is such that the coupling constan
However, the coupling constants do not converge in a single point. It is argued that the almost convergence is unlikely to be
coincidence, therefore something is needed to improve the convergenc
can provide this improvement.  
 
2.0 Left-Right Symmetry 
According to the standard model all interactions except the 
therefore natural to try and extend the SM 
concern. Thereare three main reasons [5, 6, 7] for 
the 45(2)6  /  45(2)7  /  5(1) group; the 
The first reason is trying to understand parity violation, one approach 
symmetric and the observed asymmetry takes 
invariant under parity. This is why left-right 
at some energy scale89. 
Another reason, closely associated with the 
and debates in the last decade. Astro-physical problems 
would be easily resolved if the neutrino indeed has 
is the most natural framework to incorporate it. It 
Majorana' particle with mass: 
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in a supersymmetric extension of the Standard Model. 

del, the interactions (approximately) conserve lepton and baryon 

,  B = 
:; (*<- *<,)    (1.0) 

with the N denoting the number of leptons, anti-leptons, quarks and anti-quarks respectively. 
These conservation laws, for example, forbid the decay of the proton. When adding supersymmetry to the model, B and L are 
not conserved anymore, which would allow the proton to decay rapidly. However, measurements indicate that the lifetime of 

years [6], consistent with the approximate conservation of B and L in the Standard Model.
All particles in a supersymmetric theory obey a continuous global symmetry called R-symmetry. Certain conditions 

discrete R-symmetry almost always applies which in tum gives 
defined as: 

      (1.1)
+1 and all supersymmetric partners have R = - 1. R is a multiplicative quantum number 

which, combine with the above observation,gives rise to two fundamental consequences on any supersymmetric model:
supersymmetric particles must be produced in pairs since at any present experimental situation inco

consist only of ordinary particles, therefore the final state has to contain an even number of supersymmetric
and stable SUSY particle since any decaying super-particle would not be 

supersymmetric particles due to R-parity conservation. 
Also a unification of the strong, weak and electromagnetic forces could be facilitated by supersymmetry [6]. The energy scale
dependence of these interactions is such that the coupling constants seem to approach each other at some higher energy scale. 
However, the coupling constants do not converge in a single point. It is argued that the almost convergence is unlikely to be
coincidence, therefore something is needed to improve the convergence. The extra particles introduced by supersymmetry 

interactions except the weak, respect all space-time symmetries. It 
the SM to make it left-right symmetric. But symmetry, although intuitive, is not the only 

6, 7] for trying to incorporate right handed bi-doublets in order to extend the SM in 
the so-called Left-RightMode1 (L-R). 

reason is trying to understand parity violation, one approach would be to assume that nature is intrinsically left
takes place after some breakdown at low energy ies, that is the vacuum is non

right symmetries involve some sort of parity breakdown mechanism that takes 

with the first, is the neutrino mass which has initiated many controversial experiments 
physical problems involving 'the missing mass of the universe, 

indeed has a mass in the eV range [9]. If =>  ? 0 then the left
is the most natural framework to incorporate it. It has been shown [10] that such a particle in a left-right symmetric model is a 
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These conservation laws, for example, forbid the decay of the proton. When adding supersymmetry to the model, B and L are 
not conserved anymore, which would allow the proton to decay rapidly. However, measurements indicate that the lifetime of 

years [6], consistent with the approximate conservation of B and L in the Standard Model. 
symmetry. Certain conditions can 

which in tum gives rise a conserved 

(1.1) 
multiplicative quantum number 

supersymmetric model: 
supersymmetric particles must be produced in pairs since at any present experimental situation incoming states 

number of supersymmetricparticles. 
particle would not be able to decay 

Also a unification of the strong, weak and electromagnetic forces could be facilitated by supersymmetry [6]. The energy scale 
ts seem to approach each other at some higher energy scale. 

However, the coupling constants do not converge in a single point. It is argued that the almost convergence is unlikely to be a 
e. The extra particles introduced by supersymmetry 

time symmetries. It would appear 
right symmetric. But symmetry, although intuitive, is not the only 

doublets in order to extend the SM in 

that nature is intrinsically left-right 
that is the vacuum is non-

involve some sort of parity breakdown mechanism that takes effect 

controversial experiments [8] 
of the universe, galaxy formation, etc., 

then the left-right symmetric model 
right symmetric model is a 
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Lastly, another reason is the lack of any physical interpretation of the 5(1)Gsymmetry  
[11] ,mainly due to the multiplicity of values of Y in the SM: H(I6) − 1, H(J7�) = −2, H(K6) =  1 3M ,etc. In the left-right  
mode1U( l ) becomes the B-L generator which is theonly anorndy-free quantum number left ungauged. With this inclusion 
the weak gaugegroup becomes 45(2)6  /  45(2)7  /  5(1)N�6and a similar to the Gell-Mann-Nishijimaformula holds: O =  P6; + P7; + N�61          (2.0) 

Then HN�6 =  −1 for all leptons and + 1 3M for quarks of al l generations and helicities. 
 
Description of the Model 
In the Left-Right symmetric model the right-handed and left-handed fermion components both transform as doublets under a 
right-handed group 45(2)7 or45(2)6. For one generation we have: O6 7⁄  ≡  �RS�6 7⁄ , T6 7⁄  ≡ �>@U �6 7⁄         (2.1) 

With quantum numbers O6: �12 , 0, 13� , O7: �0, 12 , 13� 

T6: �12 , 0, −1� , T7: �0, 12 , −1� 

The third number in parenthesis is (B - L) and, as we saw above, corresponds to the U(1) generator. 
The fermion-gauge boson interaction part of the Lagrangian is given by: 
 ℒX = YZ62 [O,6\]^O6 + T,6\]^T6_ 6̀] + aXE1 [O,7\]^O7 +  T,7\]^T7_ 7̀]       (2.2) + YZb2  [13 O,\]O − T,\]T]e] 

 Similarly, the fermion kinetic energy terms are: ℒfag =  −O,6\] Ch] − YZ62 ^ 6̀] − YZb6 e]F T6 + j. ℎ. l 

           (2.3) −T,6\] Ch] − YZ62 ^ 6̀] − YZb6 e]F T6 + j. ℎ. l 

Notice that if we want the Lagragian to be invariant under a left-right interchange, it immediately follows that: Z6 =  Z7  ≡ Z 
One of the possible minimal Higgs sets required to break the symmetry 'down to' 5(1)Um is the following: two triplets 

∆6,7  ≡  ^o6,7 =  po� √2M o��
or −o� √2M s

6,7
       (2.4) 

With the quantum number (1, 0, 2) and (0, 1, 2) respectively and bi-doublet Φ ≡  Cu:r u:�u1� u1rF         (2.5) 

with(1/2, 1/2, 0). Using the above fields we can break the symmetry in the following three stages: 45(2)6  /  45(2)7   /  5(1)N�6  / v wxyz 45(2)6  /  45(2)7  /  5(1)N�6 w{Ey||z 45(2)6  /  5(1)G w{}y|z 5(1)Um 
With our particular choice of Higgs multiplets the parity P and SU(2) symmetry can be broken at the same energy scale: 89  =  8DE 
The vev's of the Higgs fields are chosen to be: 
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 〈∆6,7〉  =  � 0 0I6,7 0� 

and 〈u〉 =  �� 00 �bJa��, 
whereJa� is the CP violating phase. 
With this background information we can go on and derive the charged and neutral gauge boson masses in a similar way as 
we did for the SM. Also, certain arguments [12]can show that is � ≪  I7  ��� I6  ≪  �which is essential in understanding 
why certain physical parameters like, for example, the mass of the neutrino are small compared to others.  
 
3.0 Theory of the Left-Right Supersymmetric Model (Lrsusy) 
The left-right supersymmetric model is described by the group SU(2)L x SU(2)R  x U(1)B-L, where B – L is a quantum number 
(bayron number minus lepton number) [13, 14]. The triplet vector boson (̀ ±,  `�)L,R and the superpartners (�±, �r) are 
assigned the gauge groups SU(2)L,R; the singlet gauge boson V and its superpartner��is assigned to the gauge group U(1)L - B 
; Z6, Z7 and Z� are the gauge coupling constant corresponding to the groups 45(2)6 ,  45(2)7  and 5(1)N �6 repectively. 
Chargino are the mixture of charged gauginos and the higgsinos fields [15]. In the LRSUSY the Lagrangian is given by: ℒ����Xag� = − :1  ���� ���� � 0 8�8 0 � ������ + �. �,      (3.0)      

with the chargino states given by �� = (−Y�6 �  −Y�7� u�:R�  u�:S�  △�7�  )T        (3.1) �� = (−Y�6 �  −Y�7� u�1R�  u�1S�  o7̅� )T        (3.2)   

Where Y�6,7 ± are the 45(2)6,7 gauginos field, u�:R�  u�1R� u�:S�  ��� u�1S�  are the charged higgsinos field associated with u and d-

quarks respectively. 
The mass matrix is read directly off the Lagrangian and is given by 

8 =  � 86 00 87 0 Z6�S0 Z7�SZ6�] Z7�]0 0 0 −K−K 0 �        (3.3) 

M is asymmetric matrix we require two unitary matrices U and V to diagonalized M. That can be expressed as: 5∗8��: =  8�          (3.4) 
The diagonalizing procedures results in the physical chargino states given by �a� =  �a����,  �a� =  5a����  (Y, � = 1, .  .  4)       (3.5) 
Whose masses are the positive square root 
 8�1 = �8�8��: =  5∗88�(5∗)-1      (3.6) 
Since the matrix V is unitary (� = ��:), it is not difficult to from Eq.(3.6) that the following relation holds �(8�8) −  8�1� =  0         (3.7) 
Equating the elements of the ith row of Eq. (3.7), it yields  
[8:: − (8�1)aa]�a: + 81:�a1 + 8;:�a; + 8¡:�a¡ = 0, 8:1�a: + [811 − (8�1)aa]�a1 +  8;1�a; +  8¡1�a¡ = 0, 8:;�a: +  81;�a1 + [8;; − (8�1)aa]�a; +  8¡;�a¡ = 0, 8:¡�a: + 81¡�a1 + 8;¡�a; + [8¡¡ − (8�1)aa_�a¡ = 0.     (3.8) 
The ith system of homogeneous liner equations contains only the ith row of V and one of the masses. The chargino masses 
can be determined by solving the eigenvalue equation 

¢¢
8:: − (8�1)aa 81:8:1 811 − (8�1)aa

8;: 8¡:8;1 8¡18:; 81;8:¡ 81¡ 8;; −  (8�1)aa 8¡;8;¡ 8¡¡ −  (8�1)aa
¢¢ = 0   (3.9) 

Substituting the corresponding expressions for the 8a� we get (8�1)aa¡ − �(8�1)aa;  + b(8�1)aa1  + c(8�1)aa  + d = 0      (3.10) 
For our specific problem we have that, 
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 � ≡ (811 +  8;; +  8¡¡ +  8::), £ ≡ � 8;;8¡¡ +  8;;8:: +  8¡¡8:: −  8:181: − 8:¡8¡: −81¡8¡1 +   811[8;; +  8¡¡ +  8::] �, 
c ≡ �  81¡8;;8¡1 +  8:¡[ 8118¡: +  8;;8¡: −  81:8¡1_ − 8118;;8¡¡ +  8:1 ¤−81¡8¡: +  81:[8;; +   8¡¡_¥ −  8118;;8:: +  81¡8¡18:: −  8118¡¡8:: −  8;;8¡¡8:: � ,   
          (3.11) � ≡ � 8;; ¦8:¡[−8118¡: +  81:8¡1] +  8:1[81¡8¡: −  81:8¡¡] +  8::[−81¡8¡1 +  8118¡¡] §�. 
Solving Eq. (3.10), the charginos exact masses analytic formulas are given by 8'¨©±  ≤  8'¨«± ≤  8'¨¬±  ≤  8'¨±        (3.12) 

Where ℜ represents the value of the real value of the function and ¯ ≡  °(± + ² + ³),   ± ≡ ¤�«¡  − 1;́ ¥ ,   µ ≡ (o +  °¶)©¬ ,   ¶ ≡ �−4\; +  o1�,  ² ≡  (1©¬·);¸
  � ≡ ��; − 4�£ − 8º�, \ ≡ (£1 + 3�º + 12�), o ≡ �2£; + 9�£º + 27º1 + 27�1� − 72£��,  ½ ≡ ¤�«1  −¡;́  −  ²¥ , 4 ≡ �½ −  ³ −  ��, ³ ≡  ¸;1©¬ 

 
4.0 Results 
The results of this work are based on the CP-conserving scenarios. The masses of charigino were predicted [13] numerically. 
Appling the same scenario and using the analytic method results were gotten.  The scenario is as shown below: 
TABLE 1:  Input parameters for scenarios 4ºlº:and 4ºlº1 
Scenario            87  86 8D}  tan¾f 4ºlº:  300               50           50.271      1.6 4ºlº1

 
200             150           80.456      3 

All mass quantities are given in Gev. Where 8D} denoted the mass of the left-handed gauge boson. The mathematical tool 
used is MATLAB. 
TABLE 2: Chargino masses as a function of µ for scenario input parameter of scenario 4ºlº:

 
µ(Gev) 8'¨©±(¿JÀ) 8'¨«±(¿JÀ) 8'¨¬±(¿JÀ) 8'¨±(¿JÀ) 

- 200 
- 150 
- 100 
- 50 
0 
50 
100 
150 
200 
 

48.97 
49.17 
51.95 
33.05 
0 
33.23 
52.08 
49.56 
49.23 

110.40 
84.95 
51.95 
33.05 
18.63 
33.23 
52.08 
84.88 
110.41 

311.15 
277.20 
184.81 
107.45 
65.17 
107.70 
185.14 
277.23 
311.18 

311.15 
277.20 
300.48 
307.70 
308.45 
307.65 
300.32 
277.23 
311.18 

 
TABLE 3: Chargino masses as a function of µ for scenario input parameter of scenario4ºlº1 
µ(Gev) 8'¨©±(¿JÀ) 8'¨«±(¿JÀ) 8'¨¬±(¿JÀ) 8'¨±(¿JÀ) 

- 400 
- 300 
- 200 
0 
200 
300 
400 

135.13 
119.46 
98.04 
0 
98.13 
119.54 
135.20 

135.13 
119.46 
98.04 
27.40 
98.13 
119.54 
135.20 

465.51 
377.76 
296.74  
146.29 
269.77 
377.79 
465.53 

465.51 
377.76 
296.74  
237.13 
269.77 
377.79 
465.53 
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Figure 3: Numerical result for 4ºlº: 
Source: Nibaldo Alvarez-Moraga (Determining fundamental parameters from the chargino sector in Left-Right 
Supersymmetric models (2013)) 
 
 
 

 
Figure 4: chargino masses 8'¨Á± , Y = 1, . . . ,4, as functions of μ for scenario input parameters of scenario 4ºlº:. 
The numerical result for4ºlº1: 
Source: Nibaldo Alvarez-Moraga (Determining fundamental parameters from the chargino sector in Left-Right 
Supersymmetric models (2013))  
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Figure 5: Numerical result for 4ºlº1 
The result of this work was compare with the one done in [13].  

 
5.0  Discussions  
The result of this work follow the same trend with the one done numerical. The graph of this work is more parabolic and 
symmetric about the original which is what is expected from the characteristic equation.   
At µ= 0, 8'¨± is equal to 311Gev in Figure 2 and equal to 325Gev in Figure 3, the result Figure 2 is  4.3% lower than the 

result in Figure 3. Also at µ = 0, 8'¨©± = 0 in Figure 2 but it shifted toward the left and is about zero in Figure 3. 8'¨©±and8'¨«± 

intercept at µ = -100 at the left and µ = 100 at the right in figure 2 while from Figure 3 8'¨©± and 8'¨©± intercept at µ = - 20 at 

the left and µ = 60 at the right in Figure 3. 
 
6.0  Conclusion 
This work is concerned with the analysis of masses in the left-right supersymmetric model (LRSUSY), in the CP conserving 
phase in the chargino sector. 
In this work, we have obtained the chargino masses in terms of the analytic expressions. We proved the agreement between 
our result with the numerical solution previously published. 
The non-symmetric chargino mass matrix was diagonalized by constructing two digonalizing unitary matrices. The masses 
obtained by solving the associated characteristic polynomial and plotted as a function of the Higgsino parameter µ. 
The graph of this work is more parabolic and symmetric about the original which is what is expected from the characteristic 
equation.   
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